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In 2010, Rick built a 3 dimensional wildlife
fence to keep wildlife (moose, deer and elk)
out of his grain bags. The aerial view (photo
above) illustrates the location of the
fenceline in relation to the grain storage
area and the creek corridors of wildlife
traffic. Photo to right shows corner bracing.

Starting with the fencer
Rick used a Gallagher M1500 fencer with
15 joules, that can be shut off anywhere on
the line (photo to left). This fencer can ramp
up to 15 joules or self regulate in response
to the load on the fence line. When not
loaded it runs at 3 joules and puts out 8500
volts. Using a powerful fencer enabled Rick
to use the easier cheaper pin insulators.
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Grain Bags with 3D

How was the 3D fence constructed?
Wooden fence posts were used throughout for both lines: 7’ x
3-4” posts were used for the corners, and 6’ x 2-3” posts were
used for the fence lines. All 3 wires on the inside line and the 1
wire on the outside line are energized. Since Rick uses a powerful 15 joule fencer, putting out 3 joules consistently, no insulators were needed, and the Powerflex pins were used.
Two types of corners are compared here: one with no bracing
and several with 10 ft bracing posts and wire.
On an existing 4 strand barb wire the top wire was pulled off so
that the top height for the outside fence was 34”.

How were the gates setup?

Gate setup
at Bickford
Farms

There were gate handles attached to all 3
inside wires and the outside wire. A finer 14
gauge wire was used for gates to prevent
coiling and kinking when open, that happens
with hi tensile.

How much did this fence cost?
The total cost for posts, and all hardware,
(including wire, insulators, corner bracing, gate
handles, tighteners) was $500. The cost of
labour and equipment such as a post pounder
and the use of the electric fencer also need to
be included to understand the total costs. A
future Forage Fact will discuss the costs and
benefits of all the 3D wildlife fencing demos.

Did it keep the wildlife out?
For the 90 days that Bickford Farms fed from the grain bags, there were many
tracks around the fence, especially on the line next to the creek corridor (see
photo to right). But only twice were there tracks inside the fence, once when
the gate was inadvertently left open and again when a tree fell down onto the
gate. Rick says “we did see one deer in it once, but there wasn’t enough snow
to piece together the how and why it got into the exclosure.”

Where to next?
Rick recognizes that coexisting with wildlife is a training process. Next he will
try moving bales into the enclosure. He also wants to experiment with
different methods of grounding.
The 3D Wildlife Fencing Project will continue to share the results with various
demos in the Peace River Region in Forage Facts and at upcoming events.
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